
ENNISKILLEN MODEL PRIMARY SCHOOL  
 
18th October 2021 
 
Dear Parent 
 
Now that we are settling well into the new term, you may find the 
following information of interest. 
 
Almost a year on since the untimely death of our dear colleague, Shirley 
Rowland, it is comforting to remember a lady who gave so much to all of us in 
school, as a highly articulate and effective classroom assistant and as 
Chairperson of our Parent Teacher Association. She has been missed greatly 
this past year. There are plans to have a permanent reminder of Shirley 
positioned in the school grounds come mid-November (seated area). Our 
thoughts are with the family as they approach the first anniversary of her 
passing.  
 

Now that the Castlecoole Road side of the school has opened there 
will be a ‘trial and error’ period to see what works best in terms of 
traffic flow/parking etc. Three entry and exit gates are now open for 
use by parents – two off the Castlecoole Road and one off Wickham 
Place (which has been used since the new school opened).  
 
This opening of the larger site should ease the pressure on parent 
parking/getting access to the school and for a period staff will be at 
hand to direct traffic at peak times. As always, it helps tremendously 
if older pupils are dropped off, thus avoiding the need to find a 
parking space. Kerbs beside footpaths are not to be mounted or used 
as parking areas.  
 
It is ultimately a parent’s responsibility to ensure safe passage to and 
from school. I cannot emphasise enough the importance of 
monitoring very closely the safety of pupils coming and going – the 
current newness of everything necessitates heightened awareness. 
With more moving traffic within the site there will be a greater 
mixing of pedestrians and traffic and this, coupled with the 
approaching darker mornings, care needs to be taken. Entrance 
and exit points to the school building will remain as they are for a 



period and you will be notified/directed if changes are considered 
necessary.  
 
I have been liaising with the Roads Service and it would appear that 
the work at the bottom of the Castlecoole Road is also nearing 
completion. This will entail an adjustment to the traffic light system at 
this junction.  
 
This is ‘MATHEMATICS WEEK IRELAND’ – aimed at promoting the 
importance of mathematics and numeracy. Thank you for maintaining 
a close interest in what your child is doing and how she/he is 
completing activities – in school and at home. As reiterated before we 
have found that the disruption in recent years has impacted a little on 
the articulation of mental mathematics strategies and some 
conceptual understanding in certain areas of mathematics. The aim 
is to try and close the gaps this year and your consistent help in 
doing so will be of great benefit to all concerned.  
 
PARENTS - CHECK OUT THE ‘MATHS AT HOME’ SECTION TO 
SEE HOW YOU CAN EXPLORE MATHS IN THE HOME.   
www.mathsweek.ie/2021/parents-page 
 
There is a Parent Teacher Association organised Non-Uniform Day 
this Friday (22nd) – see attached poster outlining the details. Thank 
you for the support. If restrictions continue to lessen, it is hoped to 
regain many of the P.T.A. led activities that we once took for granted.  
 
Governors’ Annual Report for the last school year (2020/2021): 
 
It is a statutory obligation that schools circulate such information to all 
families. I feel it is of more relevance when highlighted earlier in the 
following school year however last year was by far not a ‘normal’ 
school year. You may find the report of interest to scan (this year 
again the full report is being posted on our website – in 
Governors and Parent Update sections) and hopefully it highlights 
the vast array of activities that are planned/organised throughout the 
year (despite COVID-19). Thank you (staff, governors, parents and 
pupils) for the on-going support with all that is highlighted and 
maintaining a service amidst a very difficult and often fraught climate.    



IT HELPS A SCHOOL’S BUDGET IF A SCHOOL HAS MORE 
RECORDED FREE SCHOOL MEALS. IF YOU THINK YOU MIGHT 
BE ELIGIBLE, PLEASE NOTE SOME GUIDANCE ON THE HOME 
PAGE OF OUR WEBSITE. IF ELIGIBLE PLEASE APPLY 
IMMEDIATELY AS THE PAPERWORK CAN TAKE SOME TIME TO 
REGISTER.  
 
This year’s Safeguarding and Child Protection leaflet was sent 
home at the beginning of this term. The guidance was updated 
recently in accordance with revised Department of Education policy. 
Again, more details about this policy (as well as many other 
safeguarding related policies) are contained on our website. 
 
The Harvest Assemblies this week are being performed by P3H 
and P6S classes – thank you to them. Unfortunately, restrictions 
still prevent us from having large group gatherings in the school 
however aspects of the assemblies will be shared in one way or 
another. Recent Food Bank collections coincided with the 
Harvest theme. Thank you for donating items towards this 
worthy cause.  
 
IN ACCORDANCE WITH SCHOOL POLICY PLEASE 
ENSURE THAT NUTS/SNACKS CONTAINING NUTS (OF 
ANY TYPE) ARE NOT BROUGHT TO SCHOOL – ADHERING TO 
THIS POLICY CAN BE PARTICULARLY DIFFICULT AT THIS TIME 
OF YEAR.  
 
Holiday Reminder: School will be closing on Friday, 22nd October at 
the normal time and will not re-open until Monday, 1st November. 
Have a safe and enjoyable half-term break.  
 
Our holiday list for this school year is on our website. All dates 
recorded in red, yellow and green indicate holidays for the children.   
 

Please note that key dates for the next half of this term will be sent 
home in early November – this will include details about Christmas 
arrangements etc.  
 



With an easing of COVID-19 restrictions, we have decided to get 
some after school activities up and running after half term (for 4 
weeks – beginning 8th, 15th, 22nd and 29th November). These are 
being organised in year group bubbles. There will be no cost. A menu 
outlining the activities will be forwarded just after the half-term break.  
 
The activities are in addition to the after school club service which 
operates every day until 5.30p.m. (dining area).  
 
Later this term precise details about admission to Primary 1 in 
September 2022 will be circulated. Parents who have not, as yet, 
registered their child’s name in the office should do so as soon as 
possible – thank you. This makes the distribution of enrolment details 
etc. much easier. 
 
HEAD LICE – keep an eye on your child’s hair and if head lice are 
detected treat immediately and inform the school. Head lice can be 
particularly prevalent at this time of year. 
 
THE EDUCATION AUTHORITY CLEANING SERVICE IS KEEN TO SOURCE 
SOME PARENTS WHO MAY BE WILLING TO ENGAGE IN PART-TIME/RELIEF 
CLEANING IN THIS SCHOOL (CLEANING POSTS HAVE BEEN HARD TO FILL IN 
MANY SCHOOLS). THE COST OF VETTING WILL BE COVERED BY THE 
EDUCATION AUTHORITY AND THE HOURLY RATE IS £9.69. IF INTERESTED, 
PLEASE LEAVE YOUR NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER AT THE SCHOOL 
OFFICE. THANK YOU.  

 
Thank you for your on-going support of the school this term. Have an 
enjoyable half-term. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
W Glass 
Principal 

 
P1 Enrolment – September 2022 (Children must have turned four 
on or before the 1st July 2022). If not already registered, please 
send in this reply slip to school/phone Helen with the details. 
 



Child’s Name:________________Date of Birth: ________________ 
 
Address: _______________________________________________ 
 
Thank you. Details will automatically be posted to you later this term. It is important that all 
names are registered. Please note that it is irrelevant what pre-school a child attends.  
Primary schools must operate on an ‘open enrolment’ system and therefore parents of 
children who attend any type of pre-school/playgroup are at liberty to apply to any primary 
school. There is no discrimination made in the selection process to those children who 
have attended pre-schools attached to other primary schools, for example - nor should 
there be any pressure/incentives exerted on parents to attend a particular school. Such 
practice contradicts the legal obligations of ‘open enrolment’. 
 

Some ‘COME AND LEARN THROUGH PLAY’ afternoons have started again. 
Details about these and other induction events will follow in due course.  

 

 
 

ENNISKILLEN MODEL P.T.A. 
 

I wish I was writing to invite you to our popular half-term disco or movie night 
– such events often take place at this time of year. Unfortunately, because of 

COVID-19 restrictions we cannot plan for these at the moment.  
I hope this changes come 2022!   

 
Instead, we would like to ask you to support us by helping to raise funds for 
the school to enable the Literacy co-ordinators to purchase additional core 
reading material. Although the new school funding has helped supplement 

reading stock considerably of late, there is an increasing demand to widen the 
reading genre even further. The cost of this is huge and therefore:  

 
PYJAMA/NON-UNIFORM DAY 

 
Children are invited to come along to school this Friday, 22nd in ordinary 
clothes/pyjamas (wear something warm under the pyjamas!) We are also 

encouraging each child in P1 to P3 to bring along his/her favourite book. The 
donation you give on the day is at your discretion but we are suggesting a 

minimum of £1.00 per pupil – thank you.  
 

If you don’t want to wear your PJs, feel free to wear your own clothes! There is 
no pressure on the children as we know personalities can differ.  

THANK YOU FOR THE SUPPORT.    



 

   
Cheryl Clarke (Chairperson) 


